PLANTS INSTALLED AS SPECIFIED IN PLANS. USE NATIVE VEGETATION TOLERANT OF WET AND DRY CYCLES.

OVERFLOW PIPE AND CLEANOUT CONNECTED TO UNDERDRAIN

6-9" DEPTH DRAIN IN 24-48 HOURS

20% MAX SLOPE

3" SHREDDED WOOD MULCH (OPTIONAL)

SOIL DEPTH 18"
50-60% SAND
20-30% COMPOST
20-30% PLANTING SOIL

LARGE AGGREGATE (3") LAYER

1/2-3/4" WASHED, CRUSHED ROCK

PERFORATED UNDERDRAIN OUTLET PIPE 4" MINIMUM DIAMETER

DRAWING NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

NOTES:
1. LOCATE FACILITIES AT LEAST 100 FEET FROM ANY WELLS OR SOURCE WATER LOCATIONS.
2. LOCATE FACILITY AT LEAST 25 FEET FROM ANY SEPTIC FIELDS AND UPGRADE IF POSSIBLE.
3. LOCATE FACILITY AT LEAST 25 FEET AND DOWNGRADIENT FROM BASEMENTS.
4. LOCATE FACILITY 5 FEET OR GREATER FROM A SLAB OR FOUNDATION.
5. RECOMMENDED MINIMUM AREA SHALL BE 200 SQUARE FEET WITH THE LENGTH AT A 2:1 RATIO OF THE WIDTH.
6. ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS MAY BE REQUIRED BY LOCAL ORDINANCES.
7. A GEOTEXTILE FABRIC SEPARATING THE LARGE AGGREGATE AND SOIL IS OPTIONAL.
8. DRAWING NOT TO SCALE.
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